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Audio descriptions can make the visual content in videos accessible to people with visual impairments. However, the majority 

of the online videos lack audio descriptions due in part to the shortage of experts who can create high-quality descriptions. We 

present ViScene, a web-based authoring tool that taps into the larger pool of sighted non-experts to help them generate high-quality 

descriptions via two feedback mechanisms—succinct visualizations and comments from an expert. Through a mixed-design study 

with � = 6 participants, we explore the usability of ViScene and the quality of the descriptions created by sighted non-experts with 

and without feedback comments. Our results indicate that non-experts can produce better descriptions with feedback comments; 
preliminary insights also highlight the role that people with visual impairments can play in providing this feedback. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Videos that rely on visuals to convey information are inaccessible to people with visual impairments [2, 11, 17]. Audio 

descriptions (AD), verbal commentaries of the visual information in videos [6, 15], can increase their accessibility. 
However, providing high-quality AD is challenging because hiring professional video describers is costly and time-
consuming [18]. Kobayashi found AD generated by minimally trained audio describer received low intelligibility [9]. 
Prior studies have explored technical solutions to minimize the cost of hiring professional describers and achieve good 

quality of audio description. For example, Kobayashi et al. designed an audio description authoring tool to streamline 

the audio description editing [8], and Yuksel et al. designed a machine learning-based tool to increase process efciency 

[18]. However, no prior work investigated the efcacy of generating high-quality AD through collaboration between a 

novice audio describer and an expert—that be a sighted expert or blind users with lived expertise. 
We investigate the efcacy of drawing from a larger pool of sighted non-experts to generate high-quality AD by 

eliciting experts’ feedback through our AD authoring tool, called ViScene. As shown in Figure 1, ViScene is an interactive 

web-based system for people to collaboratively write scene descriptions (SD)—textual descriptions of scenes in a video 

that are converted into audio descriptions through text-to-speech (TTS). 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not 
made or distributed for proft or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the frst page. Copyrights for components 
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Fig. 1. ViScene’s interface include : (a) the video; (b) close captions (CC) and scene descriptions (SD) bars; (c) a table with Time, CC, 
SD, and Feedback columns; (d) SD succinctness feedback; and (e) text highlighting to show CC/SD text-segment correspondence. 

ViScene’s interface includes the video pane, segment bars in parallel with the progress bar indicating where closed 

caption (CC) and scene descriptions appear in the video, and a table pane with details on the timing, close captions 
and descriptions, as well as segment-level feedback comments. ViScene has two feedback mechanisms—succinctness 
visualization and expert feedback. Non-experts can write the descriptions in segments where there is no audio (i.e., 
no closed captions). Descriptions are rendered through Amazon Polly TTS service [1]. Once the ViScene receives the 

generated speech, it computes the length of the audio and visualizes it as a gray segment in the SD bar. A segment turns 
red if its duration overshoots the space between two adjacent CC segments, indicating the need for a more succinct 
description. Expert’s comments per segment are shown on the right. 

2 STUDY METHOD 

We assessed the efcacy of supporting non-experts to provide SD with ViScene through a preliminary remote user 
study. We used Zoom for our study due to COVID-19 restrictions. We invited participants to two sessions, in which 

they were asked to use ViScene to create SDs for the same video. We recruited six participants (three females and three 

males) via a listserv. All participants were university students, aged 22 to 41 (mean=27.5, SD=7.29). None had prior 
experience in writing SDs. We used W3C’s video (98s) explaining color with good contrast [16] because it: (i) was 
relatively short and (ii) had W3C-provided SD, which we could treat as a reasonable ground truth. 

The study was a 2x2 mixed-design study with session as a repeated factor (session 1 vs. session 2) and presence of 
expert feedback as a between-subjects factor (with-feedback vs. without-feedback). In the frst session, we introduced 

what AD and SD are, the motivation of the research, and the task. We briefed participants on ViScene’s interface; 
participants then used it to write SDs after watching the video at least once. Between session 1 and session 2, a sighted 

research team member evaluated the quality of SDs using the codebook in Table 1. The evaluation took about ffteen to 

thirty minutes. After the evaluation, participants were invited after 1-2 days to revise the SDs they wrote. We randomly 

assigned the participants equally to each condition. For the three participants who were in the without-feedback 

condition, the feedback was not visible while they revised their SD. The other three in the with-feedback condition could 

see the expert feedback (Figure 1). At the end of each session, we administered participants with the SUS questionnaire 

to assess the usability of ViScene. We analyzed the quality of SDs and ViScene’s usability. 
SD Quality. As there is no established method to assess the SD’s quality, we triangulated results from three 

approaches: (i) assessment of similarity between ground truth and participant-generated SDs; (ii) codebook-based 
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Audio Description Property / Feature 
Descriptive Descriptive, objective and accurate [5, 13] 
Succinct Succinct, The description ftted into the natural pause in the video’s dialogue. [3] 
Learning Prioritized to the intended learning and enjoyment outcomes [5] 
Equal* Equal access requires that the meaning and intention of the program be conveyed. [5] 
Sufcient Contain sufcient amount of information (i.e., not too much, not too less) [12] 
Interest Allowing the blind people gain interest in the content provided [17] 
Confusion Prevent the blind people to elicit their confusion [17] 

Table 1. Evaluation codebook used by a sighted and a blind researcher to assess the quality of audio descriptions generated by the 
participants; the Equal code (marked with *) was the only one not used by the blind evaluator. 

evaluation by a trained sighted evaluator; and (iii) codebook-based evaluation by a blind evaluator. Both the sighted 

and blind evaluators were co-authors of the paper. To quantify the semantic similarity between the ground truth SD 

and participant-generated SDs, we used embedding and cosine similarity [14]. We used an embedding technique called 

Doc2Vec [10, 19] that mapped a document—a set of words in SDs—into a dense vector (�® ∈ IR300). We compute a cosine 

similarity [7] between vectors that represent ground truth SD and participant-generated SD. Cosine similarity, an 

oft-used document similarity metric, returned a value between [0, 1], where 1 indicated that two documents are similar. 
We developed a codebook to evaluate the quality of SD via literature review [3, 5, 12, 13, 17]. Seven codes emerged 

(Table 1). In the assessment by a sighted evaluator, fve codes (Descriptive, Succinct, Learning, Equal, Sufcient) were 

used to assess the quality of SDs. In the assessment by a blind expert, six codes (Descriptive, Succinct, Learning, 
Sufcient, Interest, Confusion) were used to assess the quality of SDs. The sighted evaluator and blind expert did not 
use the same codes because blind people could not justify the equality of the provided information without seeing the 

video (i.e., Equality code). We approved and counted SDs that possessed the characteristic described in the codebook. 
Usability. We evaluated the usability of the interface with the System Usability Scale (SUS) that consists of ten 

5-Likert scale questions [4]. The response to these items were mapped to numerical scores with a range of 0 to 100. We 

also recorded time taken by participants to complete the task to assess its complexity. 

3 RESULTS 

SD Quality. We observed an increase in the similarity between the ground truth and participant generated SD in the 

with-feedback condition but not in the without-feedback condition. The cosine similarities in the with-feedback condition 

were 0.750 (SD=0.09) and 0.804 (SD=0.06) in session 1 and session 2, respectively. Likewise, the cosine similarities were 

0.686 (SD=0.07) and 0.688 (SD=0.07) in the without-feedback condition. 
Qualitative analysis by the sighted evaluator showed that all participants in the with-feedback condition satisfed all 

quality criteria after the revision. Figure 3 indicates that they improved the Learning, Equal, and Sufcient qualities in 

session 2. The results from the participants in the without-feedback condition were mixed; some improved the Succinctness 
and Learning, but Sufcient quality decreased. Only Succinct criterion was satisfed by all three participants. 

The blind evaluator mentioned that all SDs were succinct and helped him to understand the learning objective of the 

video, but some SDs were not sufciently descriptive. The blind evaluator expected the SD to describe all the scenes in 

more details. For example, the evaluator wanted to know what the actors were wearing, time of the day in the scene, 
and location (e.g., outdoor vs. indoor). The missing information caused confusion and loss of interest in the video. 

Usability, Completion Time, Participant Experience. The SUS score for without-feedback condition in session 1 

and session 2 were 80 and 81.7, respectively. For with-feedback condition, the SUS scores were 85.8 and 86.7 in session 

1 and session 2. These fgures indicate that there is no obvious changes in usability and the usability is excellent. The 
3 
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Fig. 2. A slopechart of SD similarity. In-
crease in the score shows that comments 
make SDs similar to the ground truth. 
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Fig. 3. Slope charts of five qualities of SDs in the first and second session for the with- and 
without-feedback groups. The qualities were assessed by a sighted author. 

semi-structured interviews revealed that features, such as the succinctness visualization and the ability to hear the 

synthetic speech dynamically helped the participants to complete the task. 
In session 1, the task completion time in both conditions (with-/without-feedback) were similar, but those in without-

feedback condition spent slightly more time (with-feedback: mean=818.3s; without-feedback: 996.7s). In session 2, while 

those in without-feedback condition spent less time compared to session 1, the participants in the with-feedback condition 

took more time to complete the task (with-feedback: mean=1240s; without-feedback: mean=544.0s). Those in with-

feedback condition made 3.48 changes on average in session 2. In contrast, those in without-feedback condition made 1 

change on average, making minor changes like correcting grammatical errors. 

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

We showed the utility of comments from an experienced sighted evaluator in improving the SD quality. Preliminary 

results indicate that with the comments, participants were able to make their SD more similar to the W3C’s ground 

truth (an increase in similarity by 7.2%). Both sighted and blind evaluators agreed that the generate SDs were succinct 
and prioritized to the intended learning and enjoyment outcomes of the video. While the sighted evaluator indicated 

fve participants provided descriptive SDs, the blind evaluator noted that all participants’ SDs had insufcient details. 
This indicates that for some criteria, sighted and blind evaluators have diferent sense of what is considered “good.” The 

sighted evaluator approved the balance between succinctness and the level of detail. But the blind evaluator would’ve 

valued the detail more than succinctness. While the result suggests sighted non-experts can generate good SDs through 

the process described in this paper, more research is needed to design a scalable process that can generate even better 
SDs, particularly in descriptive dimension. Future work should also involve blind people other than one of the authors 
to assess the SD quality and investigate factors like types of videos to SD quality. 
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